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Season 11, Episode 40
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Brother In Qualms



Russell relies on Sam's support during a clinical ordeal.

Lee was gutted about Les moving so soon. Russ booked his appointment. Lisa was still shocked at how serious Chlamydia is. Richard was on Ali and Justin's case about the state of the house. Sam (Liam) was glad that Russ had decided to get checked. Russ insisted that he was OK going alone. Russ went to find he was the only person unaccompanied. Justin received a progress report which was excellent. Sam decided that Russ wasn't OK to go alone and turned up much to Russ's belief. Justin was distressed when he found out that Darlene and Liz were returning on Monday. Sally handed in her resignation and told Les that she was coming with him. Zara turned out to be serious about the student magazine and spent the day designing covers. Zara told Lisa that Jake may have given her Chlamydia and urged her to tell him to tell Becca. Russ's appointment went bad as the doctor said it could be cancer. Lee was pleased that his parents were back together, though he was gutted that they were leaving Chester.
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
25 February 2005, 18:30
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